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we are aware, will hardly admit), it is difficult to make out a
bettei title to land than that which was thus possessed by the
grassias of Goozerat The Court of Directors, however,
thought differently They considered the lands of the Jhareja
grassias to be held simply * on condition of service' ' The
' decision upon these rights,' they say, ' is involved in the
' same difficulties as that upon the grants on account of ser
 *	vices in other parts of India, when the services are no longer
 *	required    These grants, we think, ought not to amount to
' absolute property , and when the services cease to be per-
4 formed, or cease to be required, the case is open to the
4 decision of government'
The Bombay despatch had only stated that service was ' one
' of the terms' upon which the grassias held their lands , and
the history of our own country would hardly lead to the con-
clusion that lands possessed hereditarily on tenure of military
service could be considered to have escheated solely on the
ground that the service was ' no longer required' by the
crown It is more to the purpose, however, to observe that
the practice of Goozerat was certainly very different, and that
the rights of the grassias weie by no means dependent upon
the pleasure of the sovereign in regard to their employment
in his military array
* The nght of government,' says the Court of Directors, m
a d 1819, ' to increase the sulamee,1 or tribute, payable by
' the grassias is, in our apprehension, very clearly established
 *	This right would, indeed, naturally anse out of the decision
4 previously passed on the question of sovereignty, which has
 *	been determined to vest solely in the Company, to the utter
4 exclusion of the pretensions set forth by the grassias, Bheels,
4 and Koolees    The effect of that decision was to place these
4 classes on the same footing as other subjects, and consequently
4 to render their property liable to a proportionate share of the
4 public burden in all cases where a special exemption from or
4 limitation of demand on the part of the sovereign power,
4 either for a term of years or in perpetuity, cannot be pleaded
4 against such liability'   The right of increasing the grassift
1 For the Molmmmodan account of the origin of this tribute vtde
p 271, where the terms auL&inee and todwld are explained

